**Stage Schedule**

**Warm-Up by DJ Sotusura**
*Time: 4:15-6:00*

*Overview:*
Opening DJ Set - contemporary music selection from the Middle East and the world

**Sherine Touhamy**
*Time: 6:00-6:30*

*Overview:*
A master and professor of oud playing an instrumental oud show with percussions

**Josh Monteath**
*Time: 7:15-8:00*

*Overview:*
An acoustic folk and blues set from Dubai based singer/songwriter

**Mohammed Najeeb featuring Feras, Nagham, & Maya**
*Time: 8:15-9:00*

*Overview:*
A fusion band of instrumentalists, bringing together music inspired from Bahraini, Syrians, Bulgarian and Ukrainian cultural influences

**Rouba & Kamal Musallam**
*Time: 9:00-10:00*

*Overview:*
A soulful fusion of Arabic classics and jazz in collaboration with the best in Arabic talent in the UAE
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Warm-Up by DJ Sotusura
Time: 4:15-5:45
Overview:
Opening DJ Set - contemporary music selection from the Middle East and the world

Francoise Crosbie
Time: 5:45-6:30
Overview:
Beautiful acoustic covers of contemporary pop music

Type Two Error
Time: 7:15-8:00
Overview:
The powerful spoken word of Dana Dajani combined with the immersive electronic beats of Aaron Kim

Rooftop Rhythms
Time: 8:15-9:15
Overview:
Three poets selected from the Rooftop Rhythms collective to showcase some of the best in Dubai poetry and spoken word

Lama Sumlaji
Time: 9:15-10:00
Overview:
Traditional Arabic music performed with fresh new arrangements by Lama and her band
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Warm-Up by DJ Sotusura
Time: 4:15-5:45
Overview:
Opening DJ Set - contemporary music selection from the Middle East and the world

Leone Murphy
Time: 5:45-6:30
Overview:
A young Dubai-based talent playing acoustic guitar and performing some heartwarming originals

Bafooory
Time: 6:45-7:30
Overview:
Impressive UAE-based talent on acoustic guitar covering everything from rock to pop

Sara Tarabulsi
Time: 7:30-8:00
Overview:
A charming duo singing covers to soul and blues female legends

Dima Lababidi
Time: 8:15-9:00
Overview:
Singer and composer Dima plays her acoustic guitar and sings Arabic covers and originals

We Left As Humans
Time: 9:15-10:00
Overview:
Post rock electronic instrumental 5 piece band led by Cromwell Ojeda debuting their first productions at Sikka
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**Parkour Show by Gravity Dxb & Parkour Dubai**  
**Time:** 4:15-4:30  
**Overview:**  
Gravity defying and dynamic, these performances by Gravity DXB and Parkour Dubai add punch by showcasing their stunts, freerunning and parkour jams.

**Warm-Up by DJ Sotusura**  
**Time:** 4:30-5:30  
**Overview:**  
Opening DJ Set - contemporary music selection from the Middle East and the world.

**Parkour Show by Gravity Dxb & Parkour Dubai**  
**Time:** 5:30-5:45

**Bradley and Weaver**  
**Time:** 5:45-6:30  
**Overview:**  
Multimedia collaborators and artists put on a live sound installation using objects from UAE's culture and heritage.

**Parkour Show by Gravity Dxb & Parkour Dubai**  
**Time:** 6:45-7:00

**Nina Oud**  
**Time:** 7:00-7:45  
**Overview:**  
A beautiful homage to classic Arabic songs and music accompanied by oud and percussions.

**Parkour Show by Gravity Dxb & Parkour Dubai**  
**Time:** 7:45-8:00

**Go Play The World - Open Mic Sessions**  
**Time:** 8:15-10:00  
**Overview:**  
An open mic session bringing together some of the UAE's most talented young musicians curated by Abbo.
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Warm-Up by DJ Sotusura  
Time: 4:15-5:45  
Overview: Opening DJ Set - contemporary music selection from the Middle East and the world.

Khalifa Thani  
Time: 5:45-6:30  
Overview: Dubai veteran musician will perform acoustic rock covers and originals

Dima Khalayli  
Time: 7:15-8:00  
Overview: A young piano superstar will perform covers of Arabic classics and mix it up with a selection of light hearted English songs

Nawafsama  
Time: 8:15-8:45  
Overview: A one of a kind UAE talent covering anime and manga clips with his electric guitar

Short + Sweet  
Time: 8:45-9:30  
Overview: The largest 10min festival in the world will curate a 60min performance by actors and artists for the Sikka stage

Tarek Yamani  
Time: 9:30-10:15  
Overview: An award winning composer and self taught jazz pianist, Tarek will be performing a unique Afro-Tarab solo piano set

Lama Sumlaji  
Time: 10:15-11:00  
Overview: Traditional Arabic music performed with fresh new arrangements by Lama and her band
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Warm-Up by DJ Sotusura
Time: 4:15 - 5:45
Overview:
Opening DJ Set - contemporary music selection from the Middle East and the world

Sail Into Night
Time: 5:45 - 6:30
Overview:
An instrumental performance accompanied by soft vocals playing original productions

Jumairy
Time: 6:45 - 7:15
Overview:
A live electronic music show by Dubai based artist and musician

Sarah Al Shaybani
Time: 7:15 - 8:00
Overview:
Singer/songwriter Sarah will be performing lo fi covers and originals while playing her acoustic guitar

Gohary & Rocket
Time: 8:15 - 9:00
Overview:
A soulful collaboration between two composers, with their original songs played on an acoustic guitar

Trio Musica
Time: 9:00 - 9:30
Overview:
The only Emirati cellist, Elham, will be performing along with two classical musicians a trio of beautiful classical music

Abri featuring Aleksandra Krstic
Time: 10:00 - 11:00
Overview:
Dubai’s celebrated Jazz and Soul musician will bring life to the stage with his Sikka designed performance
Freshly Ground Sounds
Time: 4:15-6:30
Overview:
UAE’s community of independent artists will take over Sikka stage Saturday afternoon with a selection of their best folk, alternative, and acoustic musicians

Karrouhat
Time: 6:45-7:30
Overview:
A collaboration between Arabic reggae vocalist and Dubai based reggae band bringing a very special sound to the Sikka

Elphnt
Time: 7:30-8:00
Overview:
His music has never been recorded, saving his music for an experiential live performance, to mimic the magic of seeing elephants on a safari, none of the shows are ever the same

Bedouin
Time: 8:15-9:00
Overview:
UAE electronic music producer and visual artist will be delivering a rare electronic inspired set at Sikka

Dub Ethics meets The Flip Side (Vinyl DJ Set)
Time: 9:00-11:00
Overview:
A vinyl only DJ set brought to you by Dub Ethics (Makrodot) and The Flip Side (Shadi Megallaa), playing the best in hiphop, house, reggae, dub
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Warm-Up by DJ Sotusura
Time: 4:15-6:00
Overview:
Opening DJ Set - contemporary music selection from the Middle East and the world.

Healer Twins
Time: 6:00-6:30
Overview:
The twins perform an English set with their band, influenced by trip hop, pop and world music sounds, bringing enthno-jazz to our music courtyard

The Heartland Howdy Boys
Time: 7:15-8:00
Overview:
A 6 piece collective, Dubai’s best and only country, bluegrass and gospel band

PUNCH Poetry and Spoken Word Evening
Time: 8:15-9:15
Overview:
Eclectic poetry from budding and published poets to be showcased by a selection of Punch members

Imbue
Time: 9:15-10:00
Overview:
An all-original jazz band, mixing Bossa Nova, straight ahead Jazz and Arabic sounds creating a distinct blend of music
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Warm-Up by DJ Sotusura
Time: 4:15-5:45
Overview:
Opening DJ Set - contemporary music selection from the Middle East and the world

Sarah Al Shaybani
Time: 5:45-6:30
Overview:
Singer/songwriter Sarah will be performing acoustic lo-fi covers and originals

Citizen
Time: 6:45-7:15
Overview:
Hip-hop moves and grooves from Emirati artist

Azza
Time: 7:15-8:00
Overview:
Arabic Singer accompanied by a classic oud player

Short + Sweet
Time: 8:15-9:15
Overview:
The largest 10min festival in the world will curate a 60min performance by actors and artists for the Sikka stage

Muhaishnah Four
Time: 9:15-10:00
Overview:
A rising star in Dubai’s electronic music scene, the band will be playing synthpop and chillwave beats
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Warm-Up by DJ Sotusura
Time: 4:15-4:45
Overview:
Opening DJ Set - contemporary music selection from the Middle East and the world

Monodrama by Al Ahli Dubai Theater
Time: 4:45-5:45
Overview:
Why Would I Wait For?
A monodrama by Al Ahli Dubai Theatre written and directed by Hafidh A.Thani, performed by actor Jassem Al Kharraz - a look at disconnection between father and son.

Francoise Crosbie
Time: 5:45-6:30
Overview:
Beautiful acoustic covers of contemporary pop music

George Gorgui
Time: 7:15-8:00
Overview:
Arabic acoustic singer and songwriter playing musical genres influenced by piano-playing songwriters

Mohammed Najeeb
Time: 8:15-9:00
Overview:
A modern take on Arabic pop music, Mohammed will be performing an acoustic show of his pop covers and originals

Gaya
Time: 9:15-10:00
Overview:
Anthemic and vocal-driven, the band presents tunes of rich emotional content influenced by Indian classical music
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Parkour Show by Gravity Dxb & Parkour Dubai
Time: 4:15-4:30
Overview:
Gravity defying and dynamic, these performances by Gravity DXB and Parkour Dubai add punch by showcasing their stunts, freerunning and parkour jams.

Warm-Up by DJ Sotusura
Time: 4:30-5:30
Overview:
Opening DJ Set - contemporary music selection from the Middle East and the world

Nina Oud
Time: 5:45-6:30
Overview:
A beautiful homage to classic Arabic songs and music accompanied by oud and percussions

Parkour Show by Gravity Dxb & Parkour Dubai
Time: 6:45-7:00

Dubai Poetry Slam
Time: 7:00-7:45
Overview:
Poetry collective that performs in a poetry battle style with skilled performers and audience judging

Parkour Show by Gravity Dxb & Parkour Dubai
Time: 7:45-8:00

Dima Lababidi
Time: 8:15-8:45
Overview:
Singer and composer Dima plays her acoustic guitar and sings Arabic covers and originals

Tse Tse Fly Middle East
Time: 8:45-10:00
Overview:
A rich experience of sound art, noise and experimental music. Tse Tse Fly will invite some of its members to put together a special showcase for Sikka
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Warm-Up by DJ Sotusura
Time: 4:15-5:45
Overview:
Opening DJ Set - contemporary music selection from the Middle East and the world

Beatbox Ray & Azarel
Time: 5:45-6:30
Overview:
Freestyling - English with Arabic Influence beatboxing

Karim Sultan
Time: 6:45-7:30
Overview:
Dubai based Egyptian artist and producer Karim plays an electronic set

600 Seconds
Time: 8:15-8:45
Overview:
A group of improv, spoken word and music, their performance is an improvised set is a texturized mix of electronic, poetry and oud playing

Abbo Music
Time: 8:45-9:15
Overview:
Rich crisp vocals for an acoustic set by one of Dubai's long time music veteranst

Tim Hassall
Time: 9:15-10:00
Overview:
Dubai raised NZ songwriter Tim Hassall explores his musical roots, performing songs from his new retrospective acoustic album 'Memory Of A Moment'.